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About This Game

Fight till the last drop

Coffence is a fast-paced blend of fighting games and twin stick shooters with a dash of caffeine. Coffee is literally your health
bar and every hit ejects the precious liquid up in the air for anyone to take. Experience dramatic reversals and tense stand-offs

as you fight to the last drop with up to four players.

Features

Experience a new way to play: Twin-stick fighting! Aim your strikes with unparalleled precision with the right joystick.

Coffee is your life. Every strike you receive ejects the precious liquid upward allowing any fighter to grab it with his
cup. Save yourself from the brink of defeat in one swift scoop or sacrifice a drop of your coffee to trigger a powerful
COFFEE BREAK.

Challenge your friends to online duels and prove you’re the cream of the crop.

Delve deep in Coffence's strange lore with story mode to add new cups to your collection and unlock a secret character.

Choose from a wide arsenal of cups from the lightning fast espresso cup to the massive coffee pot, each offering their
own strengths and weaknesses.
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Fight to the last drop with up to 4 players in a variety of exotic locations ranging from office buildings to pirate ships
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Title: Coffence
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Publisher:
Sweet Bandits Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core I5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB ATI Radeon HD 6950, 1GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Gamepad Required

English
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Played this game along with my 6 year old on the HTC Vive. It was so much fun and entertaining that we got the whole family
involved. Before we new it 2 hours had passed by and we all wanted more. Great game if you are into the carnival games at the
fair.. free to play airgroup battle game, except nobody playes the game, which makes playing the game pretty dull.... It's a bit of
extra to a good game, what's there not to like.. Got potential, but too incomplete at this stage. Will be purchasable when it'll
reach at least A12 lvl of RimWorld (on which this is based).

Right now I can not recommend buying it, as it may suffer from Early-access-disease, like dev disappearing without finishing
the game.. This game is so unfinished that almost EA tried to publish it.. 3rd time I bought this game now. First time back in
1999 for full price £ 29.99, second time for £ 6.99 from tesco's in 2003 and now (15.8.13) for £ 2.37 on a steam sale. Kingpin is
just one of them games I need on steam.. Cool shmup! Nice graphics, good music and controls. Lots of unlockables visual filters
to keep the eyes entertained too.
Dev is very responsive and open to feedback.
I did have some issues with differentiating foreground\/background graphics and some minor issues with but overall it's a solid
shmup. It even has some nods to another one of their games- vortex attack which is a fun game too--which was really cool.
Unfortunately I'll probably never get the "real" ending as I found continuing means you have to start at the very beginning of the
stage, (think the original Super Mario Bros), instead of at the level I died in. No worries though.. The game itself is not bad.
Atmosphere and graphics are quite good (early XXI century style), puzzles are mildly challenging and quite entertaining, but the
main character is incredibly annoying. Another "Dannazione" and some more moaning about needing a drink? Please stop.
. This game remains one of the most interesting RPGs I've played in a long time. It's well crafted, has a ton of content, and is a
blast on your own or with a friend. I highly recommend this game!

DoS: EE - is a single-player and cooperative multiplayer fantasy role-playing video game by Larian Studios.

This game require a lot of patience in Tactician mode or Honor mode.
I've restarted the game over 10+ times to adjust and try out classes \/ stats \/ skills etc etc. Burnt over 20 hours there, until I
made my mind and went for my final settings. Elementalist\/Necro so cool!

Starting off, you immediately realize that it's taking a lot of cues from very old-school RPGs. You pick one of several classes
for your character (Battlemage, Cleric, Enchanter, Fighter, Knight, Ranger, Rogue, Shadowblade, Wayfarer, Witch and
Wizard), pick a few skills to go with it, and customize the look of them. You're then thrown into the world, trodding along a
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beach where you find many interesting things about the game.

Playing the game initially feels similar to a bit of a slower-paced Diablo. You're running around and have to select items on the
floor to pick them up. And there's lots of them. I started thinking to myself early on, "Why am I picking up these shells?" and
couldn't really explain why, aside from that's just what I do in games with loot. Soon after, you come across your first fight, and
this is where it differs greatly from most other RPGs out there.

The combat system is turn based, with each member of the fight, on both sides, having their turns in a set order (the order can
be affected by turn-skipping status effects, such as being frozen or stunned). Each character, whether yours or AI-controlled,
has a set number of action points they can use for their turn. You can move to a better position, whack a nearby enemy, cast a
spell, etc. These all take up your action points, but you are able to end your turn early and save those action points for the
character's next turn.

Positioning and strategy are vital for winning any fight in the game, and it's a tough one. It feels incredibly old-school in it's
level of difficulty and really rewards players who go around gaining XP through exploration and side-quests, as well as those
who are extremely skilled in thinking out how exactly to approach a fight.

There are many factors that can alter what happens when fighting does begin. Rain makes your characters wet, so you conduct
electricity a bit better. There could be poison on the ground that could effect where you need to run. All of these can be affect
by the player as well. Wanting the enemy to stay at a range? Throw down an ice spell so they have a chance to slip and fall on
their backs if they try to move closer to you. Enemies are coming into melee range? Perhaps throw a firebomb in their path to
start them burning and cause damage to them before they even get close. It's a fascinating system that I've never seen before in
the game, and it makes every encounter so deep that you find yourself scanning the environment, your inventory, your spells and
your party set up just to see what is possible for that fight.

In terms of quests in the game, there's little to no hand-holding or help. Your quest log is literally a journal, describing your
heroes' journey so far in their own minds, essentially. It makes you explore and think, rather than blindly follow a marker to
find your next objective. This resulted in me getting lost repeatedly, for a great deal of time, in the very first city of the game.
The number of side quests I picked up was staggering, and the lack of direction just made me try to think outside of the box to
try and find any way to progress with my murder investigation. There are even some incredibly fun encounters you can run
across in your time with the game, which has a wonderful sense of humour about it.

Divinity Original Sin Enhanced Edition is really Amazing game!
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really nice. some people are trapped in the world's worst building which apparently is made entirely of boggle cubes and bad
dialog. but the puzzles are really good so who cares about any of that?. Gosh, growning up and getting my first 286 machine
with a mathco and discovering the plethora of adventure games from Sierra On-line (then just Sierra), oh my old 2400 baud
modem, my Game Blaster, oh and my CAD digitizer (I know I am geeking out here), but all of it made playing games like this
so much fun and challenge. Save often friends, you may live or you may die, but at least you can retry ;). Gold Rush had to be
one of the most entertaining games I played, I was a history buff and getting to somewhat live it in this game made it a true
blast, and that is only part of the fun. You also had to figure out what to say and how to say it correctly to get items, or get the
correct information, or not die from scurvy going around the cape! Everyone shoudl play this if nothing but for the history of
adventure games. Thank you for reading!. This is a beutiful game that needs more recognision than it has
I enjoyed every second of it and it has very well thought out game mechanics
Good job devs. This is a really good and intresting game, if you are intresed in science and biology. It isn't all that intense, but
definitly worth a try. It also pretty nice the devs update it pretty frequently.
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